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Time and Security Management
for Healthcare Facilities
Total Resource Solutions driven by Healthcare
Security officials and healthcare administrators are focused on providing the best quality service.
Amano provides a comprehensive total solution that allows you to control your environment
and maintain workforce management.
Amano offers stand-alone or integrated solutions, including digital video management, access
control, biometrics, time and attendance, parking and floor care systems through one resource.
Our sophisticated and cost effective systems are designed to identify suspicious behavior,
staff attacks, theft, nuisance behavior, as well as managing your time and attendance.
Video Surveillance Monitoring
Whether you’re a hospital, clinic or nursing home, cameras incorporated with closed circuit
television (CCTV) will help prevent unwanted visitors and provide crucial visual evidence of
events occurred on your premises. Amano DVMS (Digital Video Management System) provides
intelligent video security using the latest analog or IP camera configurations and digital video
recorder solutions. Our solutions offer powerful search tools for rapid incident tracking with
megapixel processing. Combined with flexible video analytics, this offers a robust video security
solution.
Control Unauthorized Access in Restricted Areas
Photo IDs are required in healthcare facilities to identify personnel, vendors, patients and visitors.
To that end, some facilities have decided to enhance their overall security by integrating proximity
access control with ID badges to allow only authorized personnel in restricted areas. Amano’s
Multi Technology Readers work with most proximity card technology, which enables you to
use your existing identification card. Our readers have the ability to read dual frequencies
(125 kHz and 13.56 mHz) which facilitates the addition of cards to an existing site without
replacing cards. By using the existing proximity card, your logical or physical access control will
not be interrupted. Therefore, you are in compliance with the Healthcare Insurance Portability
and Accountability Act (HIPAA) by protecting your patients privacy and information.
The Amano Nexus Lite was designed to provide clinics and doctor’s offices with real-time web
based access control. The Network ready Nexus Lite controller includes an embedded access
control application for system administrator, user setup and event reporting that is access via
any standard Web Browser. This full featured access control system supports an integral
Touch Screen (optional) providing the easiest on-site intuitive graphical user interface (GUI).
The Nexus Lite manages from 2 to 8 doors, 16 readers with anti-pass back, using Amano door
controllers and supports 1,000 users (3 cards per user) with the capacity to buffer the last 5,000
event transactions.
Amano’s Nexus 220 mid-range access control application is an optimal choice for nursing homes.
The Nexus 220 provides security at every location with centralized integration and monitoring.
Using vandal resistant patented metal proximity readers, this flexible yet economical system can
manage up to 128 readers with entry and exit control including all-door lock-down options.
CCTV and Access Control for
Single or Multi-Site Locations

AmanoNet enterprise solution provides hospitals with access control through proximity cards.
This multi-site system operates up to 3,000 sites utilizing a networkable client/server system.
Our access control system can be used in conjunction with infant abduction and patient wandering
systems. AmanoNet also integrates with Amano’s DVMS Suite, cutting-edge cameras, vandal
resistant metal readers and time and attendance systems, thereby giving you complete control
over workforce efficiency and your facility.

Employee Time Tracking Made Simple
Amano’s Time and Attendance systems deliver easy-to-use employee time
tracking solutions to effectively manage your payroll. Amano’s suite of
applications range from low to high end enterprise software solutions, coupled
with a broad range of hardware devices, from badge swipe to biometrics.
Our software seamlessly integrates with Amano’s access control and most
popular payroll applications such as ADP, QuickBooks, Ceridian, Peachtree,
Paychex and more.

Hi -tech Biometrics and Time & Attendance
for Single or Multi-Site Locations

Amano’s Fingerprint powered by Sagem technology provides the highest level
of speed and accuracy for employee identification. Our fingerprint technology
delivers 0.7 seconds in authentification mode and 0.9 seconds in 1:1000
identification mode (including detection, coding and matching). Amano
fingerprint also eliminates “buddy punching” and manual calculation errors
associated with time cards.
Time Validation for Trauma Centers
Valid documentation of time is essential in critical care for treatments, research,
medicolegal and quality improvements activities. Whether it’s patient records,
hospital arrival, chest pain center accreditation (“door to ballon time”) or
cardiopulmonary treatment reporting, synchronized validated time minimizes
medical treatment errors and ensures real time accuracy.
®

Amano’s TS-3000i web-based time recorder helps protect trauma centers with
strict compliance regulations. This zero configuration,
time stamp automatically
®
syncs directly to the NIST. The TS-3000i provides highly accurate time that is
+/- 3 seconds per week.

Learn More About Amano Solutions
Visit Amano today: www.amano.com
• Access Control
• Digital Video Management
•Door Readers
•Time Clocks
•Time and Attendance
• Parking
• Floor Care

Track Movements with Parking Validation
AmanoMcGann Parking is the industry leader in revenue control parking
systems. Combined with the flexibility to integrate time and attendance and
access control in a total resource, Amano offers a powerful, economical solution
for all healthcare facilities.
Reduce Cleaning Costs
Amano Pioneer Eclipse helps healthcare administrators’ reduce costs where
medical facilities elect not to outsource their cleaning requirements. Amano’s
range of efficient propane powered cleaning equipment allows janitors to burnish
much larger areas of floor space in a fraction of the time and at a lower cost.

Amano Dealer Network
Talk with Amano today to identify the nearest Amano Dealer to you. Amano’s
extensive network of Certified Dealers throughout the USA, Mexico and Latin
America provides help with:
• Determining your requirements and providing the most cost effective scale
of solutions
• Installing and commissioning your system
• Rapid and experienced support
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